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Editorial

Reviews of popular science books
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Do you read popular neuroscience? Do you think Oliver Sacks
is spot on and use his books to engage students or do you
reckon his patient reports are more like novels or science
fiction? Are you taken by Antonio Damasio’s powerful arguments or do you think he did not get his philosophy exactly
right? Do you enjoy the writings of William Calvin, Susan
Greenfield, Vilayanur Ramachandran or do you think they
should have quoted your work?
Have you ever witnessed a case of mismatching an object
for a face in the absence of basic visual deficit? Do you get
annoyed at cocktail parties when people refer to ‘‘The man
who mistook his wife for a hat’’ as the first reported agnosic,
when this condition has been known since Lissauer, not to

mention Pliny the elder? Or do you think it is important that
gifted writers share with laypeople accrued knowledge of
the brain?
Popular books are indeed instrumental in divulging knowledge of our topics, yet they are rarely properly and thoroughly
reviewed in scientific journals. We are opening the book review section in Cortex to encompass books which are not necessarily academic. Hence, we invite reviews of popular books
on any subject relevant to our readership. If you are interested
in commenting on any of such books which have been recently published, please let us know and we will get the
book for you.
Send your proposals to: sarah.macpherson@ed.ac.uk.
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The Science Book encapsulates centuries of scientific thought in one volume. Natural phenomena, revolutionary inventions, scientific
facts, and the most up-to-date questions are all explained in detailed text that is complemented by visually arresting graphics. Find Out
More.Â Generally speaking, science books fall into three different categories: focus on one particular subject, encyclopedias containing
general knowledge on a wide range of subjects, or instructional guides on how to conduct your own experiments. Focus on One Subject.
These books typically discuss one particular subject from the standpoint of the author. The 19+ Highest-Rated Science Books on
Goodreads & Amazon. There are many excellent books about science out there, but some are the "crÃ¨me de la crÃ¨me." By
Christopher McFadden. November 23, 2020. 1, 2. Not all science-related books are created equal and these 20 highest-rated science
books on Goodreads and Amazon are no exception.Â A Short History of Nearly Everything is an incredibly popular science book written
by Bill Bryson. The book attempts to explain various areas of science in an easy to understand and simply written in that manner. It was
first published in 2003 and is still very popular today. 8. The Greatest Show on Earth: The Evidence for Evolution. Source: Richard
Dawkins/Amazon. We looked at 763 of the top Popular Science books, aggregating and ranking them so we could answer that very
question! In our longest, most extensive list to date, we looked at 22 different â€œBest Popular Science Bookâ€ listicles and aggregated
them together so we could see what the top books really are. Altogether, there were over 750 unique titles, 128 of which appeared on
multiple lists. We took the top 54 books, all appearing on 3 or more lists, and ranked them below (depending on how many articles they
appeared on), including images, descriptions, and links to purchase. The remaining 700+ t Books shelved as science: A Brief History of
Time by Stephen Hawking, A Short History of Nearly Everything by Bill Bryson, The Selfish Gene by Richard Da...Â Discover new
books on Goodreads. Meet your next favorite book. Sign in with Facebook. Sign in options. Join Goodreads. Shelves > Science >.
Science Books. Showing 1-50 of 100,000. A Brief History of Time (Paperback) by. Stephen Hawking. (shelved 8989 times as science)
avg rating 4.18 â€” 309,577 ratings â€” published 1988. Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Error rating
book. Refresh and try again. Rate this book. Clear rating. 1 of 5 stars 2 of 5 stars 3 of 5 stars 4 of 5 stars 5 of 5 stars. A Short History of
Nearly Everything (Paperback) by. Bill Bryson.

